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The next Executive Board meeting (if one is needed)
will be at our MOGNW Biennial Celebration on March 16

FLASH --- AWARD NOMINATIONS SOUGHT!!!
The Executive Board is seeking nominations for the following awards to be presented at our Biennial Dinner on March 16.
Please send nominations and the circumstances surrounding each nomination ASAP to Dick Tilden (rht56@aol.com).
Rough Rider/Press On Regardless (for overcoming adversity on a Morgan event held since our last Biennial Dinner)
Perpetual Turn Signal Award (originated by Mike Powley for someone who fails to cancel turn signal for a very long period
of time - the Editor has already received this award way too many times )
The Publication: NWMogazine
NWMOGAZINE is the newsletter of the MORGAN OWNERS
GROUP NORTHWEST, a non-profit organization serving Morgan
automobile enthusiasts in the Northwestern United States and
Western Canada. Copyright © 2013 by MORGAN OWNERS
GROUP NORTHWEST. Permission is hereby given to reproduce portions of this newsletter (except material copyrighted by others) for nonprofit, non-commercial use. Please give MOGNW credit, acknowledging the issue and author, source, or photographer if stated.

see the MOGNW roster for an address).
Deadlines: The 1st of odd numbered months.
Digital Submissions: Content can be sent in or attached to email,
or mailed on CD. Text files should be in .doc, .txt, or .rtf formats.
Photos and illustrations should be in .tif, .jpg, .gif, or .bmp formats.
Note: Please try to avoid sending .pdf files or .doc files with embedded
photos as these formats require additional steps for insertion in the
NWMogazine and may result in lower quality photos.
Paper Submissions: Photos, typed or hand-written text, and illustrations can be mailed to the Editor.
Reservations: The Editor reserves the right to edit material for
style, content, relevance, collegiality, spelling, grammar, length,
and appropriateness for the NWMogazine. Material that is not time
sensitive may be saved for publication at a later date.
Spelling: Please use Canadian, U.S., or U.K. spelling consistently
and as appropriate. A reference for all three can be found at
<www.luther.ca/~dave7cnv/cdnspelling/cdnspelling.html>.

Meetings and Events
Events and social meetings are held in each of our four Pods: Island (Victoria), Midlands (Seattle), Northern (Vancouver, BC), and
Southern (Portland). Times & locations are listed on the MOGNW
Calendar (mognw.com/calendar.html). Please submit calendar items
to the Editor. Contact your nearest Pod Rep for event information.
Dues
Full year: US$24/CDN$24 per calendar year if paid by 12/31
(US$30/CDN$30 after 12/31). Partial year for new members:
US$2/CDN$2 per month for each month remaining in the calendar year, including the current month.

Advertising
Limited non-commercial advertising is free to MOGNW members.
Commercial advertising, priced below, is available. Please pay
MOGNW in advance in US$ and provide suitable digital or scanable
copy. We publish six issues per year, odd numbered months.

Regalia
Club merchandise can be purchased by emailing our Regalia officer at
regalia@mognw.com or see the MOGNW roster for other contacts.

Size of Ad ................... 1-3 Months..... 6 Months..........1 Year
Business Card .................... $5...............$12.50 .............. $25
Quarter Page ......................$10 ................ $25................. $50
Half Page............................$20 ................ $50................ $100
Full Page.............................$40 ............... $100............... $200

Submitting Material for Publication
Address: Please send content to the Editor (editor@mognw.com or

Cover photo credit: Loretta Nelson and Bill Button at the Chateau de la Cour about 15 miles west of LeMans.
MEMBER NOTE: Submit your outstanding photos for cover consideration!
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A M E S SAG E F RO M O U R N E W P R E S I D E N T
A very Happy New Year to all from Vancouver Island.
This will be my only opportunity to thank our outgoing president, Dick
Tilden. He leaves HUGE shoes to fill. His enthusiasm, hard work and
great sense of humour (yes, that is how we spell humour in Canada:
you will be subjected to more of our little idiosyncrasies over the next 2
years) will be greatly missed.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank Pat Miles for her many,
many, MANY, 13 to be exact, years as MOGNW secretary and she is to
be applauded. Claire Hauge will be your new secretary and Rick MacDonald is your new Northern Pod rep. To all the other board members
and pod reps, thanks for sticking around for another 2 years.
With the holidays behind us, it's time to get planning 2013 and pencil in
all the great Morgan events that we will have the opportunity to attend
this year. So, check your MOGNW calendar and get out there and show
off your cars to the world. Let's show everyone what they are missing
by not being a member of MOGNW.
Remember, wherever you go ... there you are!
Kit Raetsen

EDITOR’S MINUTE
By Steve Hutchens
Editor & Webmaster

Calendar
As events are planned for the coming year,
be sure to keep the Editor informed so the
mognw.com calendar will be current!
The 32nd Annual Tulip Rallyee, sponsored
by the MG Car Club Northwest Centre of
Seattle, is a fun gimmick rally with a route
that includes scenic roads through the tulip
fields. It attracts as many as 250-300 collec-

tor cars of all kinds and is a great event.
Email me if you are interested in going and
we will form an MOGNW team for the prize
competition.
Articles
It’s great to get interesting articles for the
Mogazine. Sometimes they turn up unexpectedly, such as the article on Morgan
Sleuths which is based on an email our
President received. There are two articles
relating to rust in this issue (and a link to a
third). Cuthbert has written on stabilizing

Our President wielding cutting
implements at the
Island Pod Christmas Party

rust, there’s an article based on an email
from Bill Button on using penetrating oils to
break free rusted nuts, and there is a link to
an article on removing rust in an
MSCCC newsletter. I think you will
find these and
may even find
them helpful.
Remember me
with your topics
for articles!

UPCOMING MOGNW ACTIVITIES (see mognw.com/calendar.html for the latest)
Please send calendar items to the Editor to help keep our online calendar current!
Date
Saturday,
January 19

Event
Midlands Pod Meeting

Northern Pod
Mike Powley Memorial Run
Lunch at 12:30 at Sharkeys in Ladner
Northern Pod
Sunday,
Hearts ‘n Tarts Run
February 10
Lunch at Boundary Bay Airport
Saturday,
Midlands Pod Meeting
February 16
Tuesday,
Southern Pod Meeting
February 19
Sunday,
January 27

Mar 16

Biennial MOGNW Winter Dinner

Time & Location
11:30 at the Three Lions Pub,
8115 161st Ave. NE, Redmond

Contact
Michael Amos
midlandspod@mognw.com

Start at 10:30 at Tim Horton’s,
Win Muehling
10108 Nordel Ct., Delta., depart 11:00 wmuehling@telus.net
11:00 at Garden Works at Mandeville, Steve Blake
4746 Marine Drive
sblake@telus.net
11:30 at the Three Lions Pub,
8115 161st Ave. NE, Redmond
Location TBA
Alderbrook Resort
(alderbrookresort.com)
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Michael Amos
midlandspod@mognw.com
Wayne Harris
southernpod@mognw.com
Michael Amos
midlandspod@mognw.com
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MORGAN OWNERS GROUP NORTHWEST
2013 BIENNIAL BANQUET

ALDERBROOK RESORT, 7101 E WA-106, UNION, WA 98592
www.alderbrookresort.com
Saturday, March 16, 2013 - 5:00 PM to 10:00 PM

JOIN US FOR THIS FESTIVE EVENING

FEAST YOUR EYES ON THIS BUFFET …
► Locally produced and imported cheeses with dried fruits and nuts
► Spinach and roasted beet salad with tangy pomegranate vanilla

Please join your fellow Morganeers at the beautiful Alderbrook
Resort to celebrate the reign of President Dick Tilden and his fellow
officers and welcome in our new officers.
The evening will start at 5:00 with a no host bar. For dinner we
have selected a fantastic Dewatto Bay Dinner Buffer and Desert (see
menu at right) starting about 6:30. The buffet, normally $79 per person, will be subsidized $20 for MOGNW members so we pay $59,
including tax and gratuity. Awards, presentations, and an introduction
of the new officers will follow dinner.
Please make your room and event reservations as soon as possible to make our planning easier (and we’ll sleep better at night).
Directions to Alderbrook Resort: You can type your address into
the Alderbrook website for directions from your home:
www.alderbrookresort.com/contact_us/directions.html

dressing, frisee, pomegranate jewels, pine nuts, and goat cheese
► Roasted butternut squash salad with arugula, frisee, balsamic

hazelnut vinaigrette, parmigiano reggiano and toasted hazelnuts

► Roasted vegetable salad with fennel, asparagus, yellow squash,

zucchini, red peppers and tomatoes
► Cured meat display: duck salami, hot copicola, sopressata, prosci-

utto di parma, beef bresaola, salami finocchiona and salami
calabrese
► Iced local oysters on the half shell with absolute citron cocktail
sauce, pink peppercorn and honey mignonette
► Slow roasted prime rib of beef with au jus and creamy horseradish
► Steamed manila clams in a lemon herb butter broth
► Grilled Washington chicken with bourbon onion and andouille
DETAILS FOR RESERVATIONS
sausage sauce
Rooms: $119 plus tax (negotiated rate - normally $159)
► Yukon gold potato gratin, cipollini onion, crisped prosciutto with
Room reservations: Call Alderbrook Resort at 360-898-2145 as
gruyere and parmesan cheeses
soon as possible as reservations will close when the Resort is full. ► Bacon braised brusssels sprouts with pumpkin, cinnamon and
aged balsamic
Buffet: $59/person including tax and gratuity
► Rolls and butter
Buffet reservations: Please send payment to
► Freshly brewed majestic mountain coffee and assorted hot teas
U.S. members:
Cati Waterman, 3810 SW 94th Ave,
► Desert will include selections from the following: strawberry lemon
Portland, Oregon 97225-2507
shortcake with sweetened cream, white chocolate cheese cake,
Canadian members: Pat Miles, 15410 Kildare Drive,
apple crisp with oatmeal cookie crumble, toasted almond panna
Surrey, BC V3S 6B9
cotta, dark chocolate mousse tarts with tuxedo strawberry, raspFor Planning Purposes: To assist with planning please email the
berry crème brulee with tullie cookie, chocolate dipped strawbernumber attending to Michael or Bill.
ries, lemon beehive tartlets, mini chocolate chip mascarpone canMichael Amos michael.e.amos@gmail or
nolis, key lime pie shooters.
Bill Button wmbutton@gmail.com
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Message 4 (Ian to Steve):

MORGAN SLEUTHS …

Identify this Morgan!

Steve,

This bit started with an email to our MOGNW
President from a new Morgan owner in Tennessee

That would be great. I just want to know some history and what
mods if any were performed. By the way, the car currently has only
16,000 miles on it. Thanks again.

Editor’s Note: I’m including the email banter surrounding this request to give readers a bit of insight into the fun chatter that goes
on with requests like this. It started with an email President Dick
received from Ian Levitt of Nashville, Tennessee, seeking to assemble the history of his Morgan. Dick emailed Bob Hauge and
me and several rapid exchanges followed. The bottom line: here’s
a chance to identify the history of a Morgan that once lived in
MOGNW Land but apparently didn’t have the good fortune to be a
part of our esteemed group. Do any of our readers have a clue
about the heritage of this Morgan?

Ian
Message 5 (Bob to Ian):
Ian,
I just checked the club's database which goes back to the late
seventies, and found three 1993 Plus 8s of which only one was
green, but the VIN doesn't match. Since the VIN indicates the car
could be a 1994, I checked the1994 records, also with no success.
It appears that the Seattle owner did not join our organization.
However, a posting in the Mogazine (Steve Hutchens) might turn
up something.

Message 1 (Ian to Dick):
Hello,
I recently purchased a 1993 Connaught Green Plus 8 out of Orlando, Florida. However, the car was originally sold by Isis Imports
to a customer in Seattle I believe. As the original owner may have
been (or indeed may still be) a member of your group, I would like
to contact them if possible. The VIN is 1S9AR02R5PS200979.

Bob Hauge

Thank you,
Ian A. Levitt
Nashville, TN
memyself_940@hotmail.com

Are you sure that the Count of McNeil Island didn't own this car?
Could it have been secretly shipped by a Boeing executive on his
plane to Timbuktu? Was it used to rescue people from Mt. St. Helens?

Message 2 (Dick to Bob and Steve):

Dick

Hi Steve,

Message 7 (an open request to all MOGNW members):

Perhaps we can put a blurb in the Mogazine for Ian? Perhaps Bob
Hauge remembers?

Can anyone help identify the history of Ian’s Morgan before the
trail grows even colder? Perhaps someone recalls seeing a Plus 8
of this description in the Seattle area? If anyone can provide even
clues to the history of Ian’s Plus 8, please email Ian and the Editor
so we can have a “part 2” and hopefully a successful conclusion to
this inquiry!

Message 6 (Dick to Steve):
Steve,
This is a chance to give Ian a great history of his car.

Yo, Bob ...
Dick
Message 3 (Steve to Dick, Bob, and Ian):

Steve

Dick, Bob, and Ian,
I will put a request for info in the next Mogazine.
Steve

LINKS OF INTEREST TO MORGAN ADDICTS
[Editor’s Note: OK, here’s the deal … some of our enthusiastic members surf the net and find interesting Morganrelated stuff. If you would like to share your cool finds with other members, just email me the link and I’ll include it in
this column and give you honourary recognition. But note: no submissions, no column. Submit links and enjoy!]
From Gregg Morris (President of the Volvo Club of British Columbia and a good friend of the Editor):
Making of the new Morgan Plus 8 - in two minutes (30 days distilled into two minutes by The Telegraph).
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/motoring/motoringvideo/9727841/Making-of-the-new-Morgan-Plus-8-in-two-minutes.html
From Ken Miles (Northern Pod)
Four videos:
► Charles Morgan: The Future of Morgan;
► Charles Morgan: Why I Said Yes to the Three Wheeler;
► Morgan’s Electric Car;
► Morgan’s Plan for LeMans
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/motoring/motoringvideo/9735437/The-future-of-Morgan.html
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Roy James Stewart
Remembered
It is with great sadness we say goodbye to
Roy James Stewart, one of a kind, who passionately strode through life, a true Scottish
Highlander.
Born September 16, 1940, in Indian Head,
Saskatchewan, to the late Hazel and Ken
Stewart, Roy grew up loving the outdoors and
would go hunting, sailing, skiing and fishing
whenever he could. He graduated from St.
Clair College in Windsor as an electronic technologist then worked at CKLG Television in
Windsor. He left to get a degree in electronic
engineering at Wayne State University followed by a Master's degree in business from
Ohio State before pursuing a long business
career with Bell Canada and international
companies such as Honeywell and Hilti.
SEPTEMBER 16, 1940 - DECEMBER 1, 2012
A born leader, he was happiest when he
had someone or something to guide into becoming the best they could be. Roy aimed for the ultimate - whether it was skiing double-black-diamond runs, playing
hockey, or racing Niska at the Port Credit Yacht Club for twenty-five years.
He loved his border collie, Thane, with whom Roy spent many happy years winning an array of championship medals in
agility. In his later years, Roy loved his semi-rural home in Courtenay, skeet shooting at the local fish and game club,
tinkering with his Virago motorcycle and refining his Morgan to make it the fastest car in the Old English Car Club.
Roy will be deeply missed by friends all across Canada and his family in Saskatchewan. He leaves behind many cousins, aunts Marion and Gertie Scott as well as an uncle in
Kelowna, Ernie Donnelly. Most of all, he leaves a great
vacuum in the life of his wife, Helena Stewart and his stepfamily in the Czech Republic, Cal and Carolyn Zukowski
and their sons Aidan and Max.
There will be no immediate funeral. A large celebration
to honour Roy's life and to carry his spirit back to his beloved sea will be scheduled in the late spring. The charity
of choice is the BC Cancer Society.
A note of special thanks to Dr. Suzanne Watters who
went beyond the call of duty to help and to nurses Rachel
and Nadine at St. Joseph's Hospital who treated Roy with
gentleness and compassion in his last days.
Arrangements are entrusted to Comox Valley Funeral
Home, Courtenay, B.C. (250-334-0707).

An open letter of thanks to
MOGNW member s
from David Powley
On behalf of The Powley Family, we would like to extend a note of thanks to all
of you for your ongoing support, cards received, and condolences over these
past few months since Mike’s passing. We are humbled and grateful for all of
your sympathies and it is truly a reflection of the type of company Mike kept.
Thank you all.
We hope you had a wonderful Christmas and we wish you all the best in 2013.
From all of us (Rosemarie, Marianne, David, Renee, and the grandkids, Sam,
Regan, and Alexander) to all of you
6

33 YEARS
OF MOGNW
LEADERSHIP
Steve Hutchens, Historian
Once in a while I become
curious about some aspect
of MOGNW that pertains to
the Historian’s position. Realizing that organizations
require leaders, one of the
bits of history I’ve looked at
as MOGNW Historian is a
complete list of members
who have served in various
positions since the club’s
founding in 1976.
The task was facilitated
by our newsletter archive
that several members helped
assemble a few years ago.
To the best of my knowledge, we now have a complete collection back to Volume 1, Issue 1 (though they
weren’t labeled in that manner until much later).
At the right is a table of
MOGNW leaders that were
identified after reviewing our
collection of Mogazines.
If I count correctly, the
names of 49 members turn
up in the list. Six names turn
up 12 or more times:
Bob Nelson (22)
Heinz Stromquist (16)
Craig Runions (14)
Mike Amos (14)
Dick Dice (13)
Pat Miles (12)
Although this list is correct
to the best of my knowledge,
it is certainly possible that I
missed something and if
anyone can provide organizational memory to correct
errors or omissions it would
be very appreciated.
If anyone has information
to contribute, please email
me (historian@mognw.com)
and I will add it to our database.
You, too, can volunteer to
serve and get your name on
this list next year!
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Northern Pod Christmas Party 2012
by Pat Miles

The annual Northern Pod Christmas Party was held at Pat and Ken
Miles’ house on Dec. 1, 2012, after a
popular vote determined that a house
party was more popular than a restaurant, due to the opportunity to mix and

shout to hear each other.
Promptly at 6:30, the dinner was
laid out in buffet style in the kitchen.
Dinner consisted of turkey, ham, stuffing, cranberry sauce, gravy, potatoes,
peas, carrots and a Caesar salad fol-

pieces fitted together. Prizes were
given to the winners. Finally poinsettias were given away by drawing people’s names out of the Al Allinson Last
Supper Memorial Cup. It was quite a
night.
chat.
Twenty nine people representing 16
Morgans were in attendance although
no Morgans were present except for
the ones in the garage. People began
arriving at 5:00, quickly poured their
favourite brew and commenced eating

lowed by a desert of cakes, cookies
and fruit. We all sat down to a delicious feast in the living room, whilst
we enjoyed catching up on everyone’s
news.
After everybody was finished eating, some games that concentrated on
the world of Morgan were played. The
four games played were, the history of
Morgan with blanks and one had to fill

the appies.
As more people arrived, the volume
of the conversations became louder to
the point that some people had to
in the blanks, names of the parts in a
Morgan scrambled and one had to
identify the part, an alphabetical list of
Morgan parts (can you think of something beginning with Z?) and a puzzle
of four different coloured Morgans on
9 squares and one had to match the
rear half to the front half until all
8

Thanks to Pat for cooking the dinner with help from Christine Limmer
and Val Smith. Pamela Mahoney,
Judy McDiarmid and Christine Limmer
worked hard to make some really
great games which were enjoyed by
all.

Ric MacDonald, the new Northern Pod
Rep, and Ken Miles who just completed
his third term in the position.

Southern Exposure
Southern Pod Christmas Party 2012
(Notes from the Southern Pod)
by Claire J. Hauge

The 2012 Southern Pod Holiday Party was held on December 9, 2012 in Portland. Mike and Elizabeth Miles graciously opened their home and arranged an incredible catered buffet. The event was well-attended and enjoyed by
all.
Bob Hauge (on behalf of Wayne Harris) presented the
“Buff Award” to Dick Tilden. The award is given to a
Southern Pod member in memory of Malcom Buffum to
recognize members who have been helpful to others in
keeping their Morgans on the road. Dick received the award,

Mike and Elizabeth Miles, our gracious hosts

Dick gives Dee a hug following
presentation of the “Buff Award”
not for a specific act of assistance, but
rather for his continuous and generous
on-going support.
Dick is always quick to lend his garage, his trailer not to mention his Morgan to any friend in need!
Ann deserves mention, too, as she is
always there to host parties and help
others with their events. She can be
seen all hours of the day and night at the
race track graciously hosting all who
stop by.
Previous recipients of the Buff Award
have been Rodger Huntley (2009), Bob
Hauge (2010) and Wayne Harris (2011).
On behalf of the Southern Pod, we
wish you all a Happy New Year and
hope to see you on the road again in
2013!!

Back: Claire, Cynthia, Ann, Lilo, Melissa, Carla, Linda, & Cheryl
Front: Elizabeth, Dee & Tricia (not pictured: Lorlyn)

Back: Brian, John, Dick, Doug, David, Heinz, Davy & Rodger
Front: John, Garth, Bob & Mike (not pictured: Dwight & Don)
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Island Pod’s Christmas Gathering 2012
by Jane Cowan

On Sunday, December 16, Hal and
Garnet Irwin hosted our annual Christmas party in their lovely North Saanich
home. The weather was frightful, but the
party was delightful! Twenty-eight of us
attended, including the Muehlings, the
Therouxs and the McDiarmids from the
mainland, and the Maclarens from Gabriola. Not surprisingly, none of us actually drove our Morgans that evening!
Ron, Garnet, Kit, Jane, and Peter

Garnet and Kit

Garnet and Jane

As usual, the food was magnificent
and plentiful - scrumptious appetizers,
ham roast, yams, scalloped potatoes,
vegetables & salads, followed by a huge
variety of desserts. For several hours we
talked about many things - including cars
- and ate heartily.
This was the first opportunity for
most of us to congratulate Kit on her
presidency of MOGNW, which we did to
a round of applause. To add to the festivities, Garnet played carols on the piano and Anna and Christine led us in
song. Roland's deep bass voice could be
heard throughout.
Kitchen fairies made sure Garnet
was left with no messy clean-up and
eventually we set off into the stormy
night and wended our way home wishing
“Merry Christmas to All and to All a Good
Night.”

Judy and Christine

Garnet, Christine, and Jo Ann

Win and Lloyd

Treacy and Marlene

Ken, Jim, and Ron

Norma, Pat, and Roland

Anna
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… continued on the next page

Midlands Pod’s Holiday Party 2012
by Michael Amos
The Midlander’s Holiday Party was held
on December 15th at the Mancave of Dr.Lee
Harman in Arlington.
It was a dark and stormy night and only
two hearty Morgans were there and if we
had any sense they probably should have
stayed in the garages.
But alas – two years in a row my little 4/4
came from the farthest and joined Dr. Lee’s
Morgan driven by Ron Theroux, these being

Yvonne and Lloyd

Win

In attendance, in no
particular order, were:
► Chris Allen & Pam Mahony
► Brad Green & Peggy Stocking
► Lee & Judy Harman
► Burt Hunter & Mary Leong
► Kay & Theresa Jones
► Keith & Adine Kretschmer
► Ric Macdonald
► Ken & Pat Miles
► Jim & Rose Moran
► Bill & Judy Mote
► Ron & Yvonne Theroux
► Jack & Jean Tinnea
► Gary & Susan Van Hook
► David & Thea Wellington
► Myself
My apologies for any omissions. I
am old and my memory is older.

the only two Morgans inside the warmth of
the Mancave. We had plenty of tin tops
there and their less adventurous owners.
The setting was nice, the conversation
was nice. The food was next and the prime
rib and all the extras brought as a potluck
were amazing.
Following dinner was a spirited gift exchange and Ron finally managed to take
home a nice gift and not a white elephant.
There were a few raffle prizes, more conversation and then we finally drifted away
and returned from whence we came. My
Morgan didn’t like the rain and ran like c--but I made it home without AAA.
Thanks to the Harmans, our hosts, and to
all that came.
Our next meeting is January 16th at the
Three Lions Pub in Redmond. Please join
us.
If you have not paid your 2012 dues, do
so now as you are in arrears.
If you have an idea for a run in 2013,
please let me know and we will try to arrange it.
If you have not signed up for the 2013
Biennial Banquet at Alderbrook (details on
page 4 of this Mogazine) please do so as it
will make our planning easier and less
stressful.

URGENT SAN ALERT
4th Annual Collector Car Appreciation Day to Be Celebrated
July 12, 2013
The SEMA Action Network (SAN) announced that the next Collector Car Appreciation Day will be celebrated on July 12, 2013. The date marks the fourth consecutive commemoration in what has become an
annual event to raise awareness of the vital role automotive restoration and collection plays in American
society. The SAN will once again seek a congressional resolution to recognize the day’s significance.
“The U.S. Senate helped launch Collector Car Appreciation Day by passing Resolutions each year at our
request,”said SEMA Vice President of Government Affairs Steve McDonald. “As we prepare for the fourth
celebration of our nation’s automotive heritage, enthusiasts and related businesses are already planning
open houses, car cruises, club gatherings and educational events to mark this annual commemoration. In
fact, Collector Car Appreciation Day is quickly taking on a global character, with additional events held in
Canada and Australia.”
The previous resolutions were sponsored by Senator Jon Tester (D-MT) and Senator Richard Burr (RNC). Senators Tester and Burr have been strong advocates for the automotive hobby in Washington,
D.C., and recognize the integral role collector cars have played in fostering our nation’s appreciation for
the automobile’s unique historical place in our history.

Pat Leask

The SAN will again maintain and publicize a list of scheduled events to commemorate America’s timetested love affair with the automobile at www.SEMAsan.com/CollectorCarAppreciationDay. Individuals, car
clubs and business owners interested in publicizing events should contact Colby Martin, SAN director, at
909-978-6721 or san@sema.org. If you are unable to celebrate on July 12, the SAN encourages events to
be scheduled throughout the month of July.
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A Brief History of Fergus Motors
lifted from the Internet by Steve Hutchens, Historian

One of the first agencies for Morgan in the U.S.A. was Fergus Motors (aka Fergus Fine Cars or Fergus Imported Cars) in New York. Of Irish origin,
the Ferguson family had been in the U.S.A. for a long time. They were pioneers when it came to motoring. Not only did they buy and sell cars, for a
brief period they even built their own high class car. This did not become a commercial success.

Editor’s Note: Several months ago I was looking through newsletters from other Morgan clubs in North America and noticed a
brief article offering reproduction Fergus vin tags for Morgans that came from Fergus. Since my ‘62 Plus 4 4-Seater is a Fergus
car, I emailed for more information. What I discovered was actually more interesting than the vin tag information I wrote about …
the history of Fergus Motors itself.
I’ve owned my ‘62 Plus 4 since March of 1969 (coming up on 44 years!) and over the years I’ve read bits and pieces of Fergus history here and there and I’m sure that a comprehensive account has been published somewhere at some time, but the
response I received from Hermen Pol gave me the inspiration to sketch out some of the history of the firm that brought so many
Morgans to the U.S. Hermen graciously gave me permission to use his website as the source, so it is with thanks to him that the
following is presented. I use his website with abandon.
Prior to World War II solely the occasional Morgan set foot on American shores. Post war this would change drastically. There were two
reasons for this: 1) American servicemen stationed in Europe had discovered what fun a Morgan could be; 2) Due to the shortage of steel
export sales got preference.
Fergus sold many different makes of -mainly European- cars, such as Wartburg, Siata, Cisitalia, Daimler, MG, Singer the occasional Triumph and Jaguar and of course MORGAN! The above picture was taken in front of their New York showrooms.
All cars (both new and second hand) sold by Fergus were equipped with a plaque, engraved with their own "stock number". As these numbers were also allocated to all the other cars they sold, it is a big puzzle to find out which stock number went with a Morgan (or other car
sold by them). Many of these plaques also have been lost over the years.
In some cases, registration authorities in different states use this number, rather than the chassis number, to provide a title with the car, as it
is easy to locate. With a Morgan it is fitted (with screws!) to the left hand side of the tool box under the bonnet.
Over the years I have been in contact with many people who were kind enough to assist me in my search for Fergus stock numbers.
These were not solely Morgan-owners, but also leading members of clubs devoted to cars sold by Fergus.
One of the people who supplied me data and pictures was Peter McKercher of the Singer
Club. Fergus did sell more than the odd number of Singer cars as well. That means that the
hunt for information about Fergus sold Singers is on as well.
Fergus sold Morgans like hot cakes in the 1950s, but during the 1960s sales dwindled
slowly. By 1968 the end of the firm was there.
John H. Sheally II kindly supplied me with pictures of both a Fergus plaque, with stock number
engraved, as well as one of a Fergus script badge, fitted to the rear panel.
Source: http://morganhistoryinfo.sharepoint.com/Pages/FergusMotorsNewYork.aspx
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ELECTRICAL THEORY
BY JOSEPH LUCAS
(a variant on some old gold
found in the dusty archive
of old English motordom
by David Crandall)
Positive ground depends on proper
circuit functioning, which is the transmission of negative ions by retention
of the visible spectral manifestation
known as “smoke”..
Smoke is the thing that makes electrical circuits work. We know this to be
true because every time one lets the
smoke out of an electrical circuit, it
stops working. This can be verified
repeatedly through empirical testing.
For example, if one places a copper
bar across the terminals of a battery,
prodigious quantities of smoke are
liberated and the battery shortly
ceases to function. In addition, if one
observes smoke escaping from an

electrical component such as a Lucas
voltage regulator, it will also be observed that the component no longer
functions. The logic is elementary
and inescapable!

leak oil, British shock absorbers, hydraulic forks and disk brake systems
leak fluid, British tires leak air and
British Intelligence leaks national defense secrets.

The function of the wiring harness is
to conduct the smoke from one device to another. When the wiring
springs a leak and lets all the smoke
out of the system, nothing works afterward.

Therefore, it follows that British electrical systems must leak smoke.
Once again, the logic is clear and
inescapable.

Starter motors were considered unsuitable for British motorcycles for
some time largely because they consumed large quantities of smoke, requiring very unsightly large wires.
It has been reported that Lucas electrical components are possibly more
prone to electrical leakage than their
Bosch, Japanese or American counterparts. Experts point out that this is
because Lucas is British, and all
things British leak. British engines

In conclusion, the basic concept of
transmission of electrical energy in
the form of smoke provides a logical
explanation of the mysteries of electrical components - especially British
units manufactured by Joseph Lucas,
Ltd.
And remember: “A gentleman does
not motor about after dark.” Joseph
Lucas (1842-1903)
Kermit

This was in the Editor’s email on 10/22. Sounded like fun. So who won? The winner gets a star!
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DEVIL ’ S PUNCHBOWL XVIII …
June 6-9, 2013
The dates have been
announced for one of MOGNW’s
classics, Punchbowl XVIII (that’s
#18!). Details:
►

Thursday evening, June 6: meet
in Portland.

►

Friday, June 7: Leave Portland in
the morning and motor to the
This map is only suggestive of the route you might take.
Wherever the route goes it will be spectacular!

coast (this is always a spirited
drive with the finest of Morgan
roads and splendid scenery)
►

►

►

For more information please

Saturday, June 8: A free day at the coast to

contact Heinz Stromquist

explore at your leisure.

(503-793-9768 or

Sunday, June 9: Depart for home at your

heinzal@pacifier.com).

leisure.

Morganeer on the Road
Fred Bowman (sent from his year-long
adventure loop of the U.S.)

On the Tuesday before the Formula One race I was invited out to
visit the farm of Lee and Duncan
Charleton, Morgan owners that Dave Crandall had put me in touch
with. Their farm is about 25 miles south of Austin, near Elgin,
Texas. It’s a totally charming place with an interesting history (see
Ironbridgefarm.us).
They raise Angus beef cattle and have a couple of nice dogs and
three splendid Morgans: A ’71 Plus 8, a ’52 (flat rad) vintage racer,
and a beautifully restored ’36 trike. Very nice folks they are, and
we had a great visit.
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Jag and Mercedes has saved me a small fortune over buying them
new. Only problem is that they have depreciated even further after
I bought them, and not gone up in value like my 1966 Plus Four.
Clearly Morgans are not only great to drive, but they give you a
spectacular return on your investment. I have already demonstrated the return I could have realized on my used Moggy that day
a few years ago at the car show. Incidentally I wouldn’t depart with
her for all the tea in China. This article is just an exercise in frugal
fiscal economics that even Mark Carney the new boss of the Bank
of England would be impressed with. Maybe countries should invest in Morgans to avoid future cliffs. Now that Carney is in the UK,
where these fiscally friendly cars come from, he may be even more
inclined to adopt the following investment tactic.
What if I had been astute enough to have bought a brand new
Morgan as an investment in 1966 and kept it for my entire life? I
was only eight years old then so it would have been one heck of a
forward thinking investment for a kid in grade three. Or my Mum
could have bought me one instead of putting money into a college
education fund. Either way let’s just look at the return on investment the car would have realized. Say that a new one sold for
$3,500 back in 1966 and today it is worth what I was offered $40,000. That’s an overall return of over 1000 percent! Or an
annual return of 22 percent a year. Makes my Templeton Mutual
funds seem pretty vanilla looking right now.
So what could be better than investing in a
new Morgan 46 years ago? Investing in a new
fleet of Morgans today of course. Here’s an
idea even Warren Buffet would pour buckets
of Berkshire bucks into. Stay with me on this
one. My idea is to start a limited company to
raise the money to buy 100 brand-new Morgans. At $100,000 each I would only have to
raise a cool ten million dollars. Let’s say I get
a couple dozen well-healed people to invest
varying amounts of cash to buy the cars. Then
I would just park them in a big airport hanger
or secure warm barn somewhere and watch
the money grow. As the years go buy they
would sharply appreciate in value and I would
pay out dividends to the investors. We’d all
get rich together and live happily ever after. If
the investors were nice to me, occasionally I
would let them take one of the cars out for a drive.
I have stayed awake for countless nights trying to figure the ins
and outs of how the deal I just described would work. During a
recent sleepless night it struck me that since I know nothing about
listing a company on the exchange, stock promotion or IPOs (Initial
Public Offerings) that I would need some help to launch this incredibly brilliant idea. There is no way that I could pull this off on
my own, I can’t even balance my own cheque-book.
So who could I turn to help me launch this sure fire moneymaker? Then like a bolt of lightning as I lay in bed in my green
pajamas it hit me. There were only two companies eminently qualified and deeply rooted in Morgans that I could approach. The first
one was the big global financial services firm - JP Morgan. And if
they turned me down I could go to the world leader in securities,
asset management and credit - Morgan Stanley.
All of my past Dorg’s Morg articles can be accessed by visiting
my website www.dorg.ca

Shock Absorbers for the Fiscal Cliff
Dave Doroghy
With all this talk lately about the “fiscal cliff” and all the other
doom and gloom scenarios hampering the economy, I began thinking where is safest place to invest my hard-earned dollars? Who
knows as I write this in mid-December, 2012 if the cliff is just a
pothole? But even if it is, I know there will be some other daunting
bad economic news brewing in Athens, Beijing or Toronto; but not
in Malvern Link. So where is a safe haven for my hard earned
dough? When I put it in my mattress it just gets lumpy. Switzerland, which used to be a safe haven for cash, I think is located
somewhere in Europe, which I am told by CNN is grinding to an
economic halt. And my investment advisor’s
retirement mutual fund strategy of buy, hold
and prosper kind of stalled on the third adjective. So after giving it a great deal of thought I
have come to the conclusion that one of the
most sound investments I have ever made in
my life was buying my 1966 Plus Four Morgan.
Like everybody else with some money in
equities my net worth tumbled in the Fall of
2008 when the stock market tanked. Around
that time, although my car was not for sale,
someone totally out of the blue at a car show
came up to me and made me an unsolicited
offer. I bought the British racing green pristine
princess in the Fall of 2006 for $32,000 (I
must confess here she only had 29,0000 original miles). At the car show this tall fellow with
a Tilley hat and tweed sports jacket told me he would give me
$40,000 on the spot. That would have been an overall return of 25
percent on my original investment. Or an annual return of 12 and a
half-per-cent beating the average annual 10-year return of the
TSX. In 2008 the dough I had sunk into my RRSP mutual funds
dropped by about 30 per cent. At the time I thought to myself that
Morgan of mine sure was a sweet investment.
So now with the fiscal cliff looming ahead should I cash in my
Templeton mutual funds and buy me one of those shiny new three
wheelers? Or maybe I should just stick with my tried and true formula of getting another used low mileage Morgan.
My other non-Morgan car investments have been pretty lack
luster. In terms of my daily drivers I have been as frugal as they
come and always bought used luxury cars. Heck let some rich
doctor or hedge fund manager pay the depreciation. Based on my
family heritage my motto of “dress British and think Yidish” has led
me to some great pre-owned four-wheel bargains. Buying a used
15

Morgan Oasis Garage
Cuthbert J. Twillie
Morgan Oasis Garage, Hoodsport, WA
Friends,
Some time ago the BLURB, newsletter of
the Morgan Sports Car Club of Canada, ran
an article on derusting metal parts using a
plastic bucket, battery charger and soda
washing powder. This was all fascinating to
many Morgan owners as it is not unheard of
that we occasionally rebuild our cars and
once in a while we run into rust.
Now I would like to tell you a simple
treatment I have used for 20 years or so.
This involves a product sold under the
name of OSPHO. It converts rust (iron oxide) into iron phosphate.
Living near the fishing fleet docks in Seattle, OSPHO is available everywhere. It is
a pale green liquid that sells for $20 a quart.

Dilute it 1/1 with water and brush onto bare
sheet metal. When it dries it leaves a dark
or black coating on the steel. When the front
wings of my Morgan were striped and
brushed with OSPHO they sat outside in
Sunnyvale, California, for ten years and did
not rust. They sat another ten years inside
my shop and did not rust.
I got my Mog from a man who was an
aircraft engineer and he told me about OSPHO. I soon found it in shops that supply
the fishing fleets. It is so simple to use you
may say, "Is that all there is?" The instructions say to wire brush the dirt and scale
from the rusted piece and brush on undiluted OSPHO, and perhaps another coat
when the first dries. The rust then converts
to iron phosphate and often looks like porcelain. It prevents further rust from forming.
Any good hardware store should have
this product for under $20 a quart. I have
given bottles of this to many friends whose

Morgans have
somehow got a bit
rusty.
Now as to the
article in the
Blurb, it was published in Sep/Oct
2010 on pages
18-21. You can
access at the long
link below or go to
mognw.com, then
to our Links page,
then to MSCC,
then to the Blurb
section, then to
the 2010 Oct issue. Or you can
type in all of the
address below.
Stay tuned …
and kill rust!

Blurb Link: http://morgansportscarclubofcanada.com/newBlurb/public/2010/public/MSCCC%20Blurb%20--%202010%2010%20Oct.pdf

Penetrating Oils
submitted by Bill Button
An email from Bill: “Jim Walters - Old car Restorer and Morgan Owner on Vancouver Island - put me on to ATF/Acetone several years ago. The
best.” [ATF = automatic transmission fluid]
Editor’s Note: This article started with an email from Bill Button. The topic was penetrating oils and a mixture that Jim Walters uses. Jim got the formula
from Machinist’s Workshop Magazine. I like sources for things like this so I went searching. What I found was interesting. I’ve tried to document my findings with references but I must stress that readers are on their own in pursuit of topics such as this as no warranty is implied as to safety or suitability for
specific purposes. Still, I think I will experiment with some of this information in my shop. Mike, my son who is a professional, told me to be sure I had good
ventilation when I try this. And remember, finding information on the Internet doesn’t mean it is good information. But it often is. Good luck and be careful!

Bits of info on penetrating oils (sources below):
Machinist's Workshop magazine recently published some information on various penetrating oils that I found very interesting. Some of you
might appreciate this. The magazine reports they tested penetrates for break out torque on rusted nuts.
They are to the right, as forwarded by an ex-student and
Pounds torque load to Cost per fluid ounce
professional machinist. They arranged a subjective test of Penetrating oil used
516 pounds
$0
all the popular penetrates with the control being the torque No oil used
required to remove the nut from a "scientifically rusted"
WD-40
238 pounds
$0.25
environment.
PB Blaster
214 pounds
$0.35
The ATF-Acetone mix is a "home brew" mix of 50-50
automatic transmission fluid and acetone. Note this "home Liquid Wrench
127 pounds
$0.21
brew" released bolts better than any commercial product in
Kano Kroil
106 pounds
$0.75
this one particular test.
Our local machinist group mixed up a batch and we all
ATF-Acetone (50/50)
53 pounds
$0.10
now use it with equally good results. Note also that "Liquid
Wrench" is almost as good as "Kroil" for about 20% of the price. A guy from Godwin-Singer says that ATF-Acetone mix is best, but you can also
use ATF and lacquer thinner in a 50-50 mix.
Comments from users:
I use Kroil for small stuff like nuts, but I really like the ATF/acetone mixture for serious work … . I fill the jugs and let them soak for a day. Then I
apply a little gentle persuasion. The ATF/acetone mixture penetrated the stuck rings, and even did a good job of cleaning off the piston heads and
jug walls.
Sources:
http://bbs.homeshopmachinist.net/archive/index.php/t-27429.html
http://bbs.homeshopmachinist.net/archive/index.php/t-47279.html
http://bbs.homeshopmachinist.net/archive/index.php/t-55640.html

http://www.ehow.com/way_5916365_homemade-penetrating-oil.html
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f197/penetrating-oil-comparison-1310525
(if you want more, just do a search on “penetrating oil”)
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everything. Dinner was at 8:30 PM and would not be over until 11:30
PM. Wine, cheese, sliced salmon, course after course after course.
Then we were up early for breakfast and off to LeMans with a box
lunch with more wine and cheese. My, oh my!!

BUTTON'S TRIP TO NORTHERN EUROPE
PART 3: LEMANS & THE DUTCH 40TH
by Bill Button

LeMans
Saturday morning it was raining. The drive to the famous race track
was led by the Peeks. We would still be going in circles if not for them.
We spent most of the day in either the French tent or the Brit tent. We
met many Morgan owners that I only knew by name. It was fun to
meet them in person. We saw very little racing. Unfortunately, I had
forgotten I could not buy fuel on Sunday, as we still had running problems from Southampton. We did get the running problems fixed but
missed Sunday at LeMans.

This segment of my trip to Europe with Loretta Nelson was organized by Douglas Hallawell. Douglas lives in Paris, owns two Plus 4 SS
Roadsters, is a retired flight attendant for Air France, and is just a
general delight. The participants were: the Honeys, the Peeks (Brits
that live in France), the Garners, the Hunters, Button & Loretta and
David Crandall. It was a “HOOT”!!!

Assen: Dutch 40th Anniversary
After three days of
Horse-drawn carriage in Brugge, Belgium
eating at the Chateau
la le Cour, Loretta and
I left for Assen, Holland to attend the
Dutch 40th Anniversary at the famous TT
Racetrack.
Our first stop travelling East was
Montreuil, a medieval
city, and then on to
Brugge, Belgium. We
spent two nights in
Montreuil and wish we
had spent them in
Brugge, home of famous chocolate.
There were bands
playing in the square,
sidewalk cafes, a very
nice hotel and fun.
The Dutch 40th
anniversary was a
Dinner at the Chateau de la Cour
mix of Morgan conversation, racing,
banquets, and just
plain fun. The TT
racetrack is a motorcycle track, spotlessly
clean, with cafes,
bars, and grandstands as well as
plenty of space for
race machines of all
Dinner at the Chateau de la Cour
kinds. There were
with David Crandall sitting
trike races as well as
next to someone famous
motorcycles with sidecars. Loretta loved
the racing.
Many thanks to
Douglas Hallawell
and David Crandall,
as well the Dutch
Morgan Club for hosting this Grand Event.
It was surely splendid!

Chateau de la Cour
Douglas made the arrangements. This Chateau, about 15 miles
west of LeMans, is owned and operated by a French couple. They do

Loretta
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The Lemans experience
by David Crandall
Imagine this. You’re in a Morgan pal’s
Paris apartment the night before the two of
you are heading out in his original +4 SuperSport for a much anticipated weekend at
the LeMans Classic celebrating the 50th
Anniversary of the world famous Morgan +4
SuperSport, TOK 258. All week he’s been
nervous because the rear brakes need to be
replaced and his after hours mechanic has
yet to get to the job. But at 9:00 tonight, the
scruffy yellow car, aka La Furiousa, has
been delivered to the cramped garage and
the mechanic has said it should be a two
hour job to replace the leaking wheel cylinder
and fit new brake shoes.
While the weather report isn’t promising,
at least you can hit the sack with visions of
three nights in a marvelous French chateau
with the six other American Morganeers –
Bill Button and Loretta Nelson from WA, Ron
and Kathi Garner from MA and the bi-coastal
Hunters, Burt and Mary, from WA/NJ you’ve recruited for this memorable event.
Button and Garner have shipped their Morgans to Southampton for a pre-event pickup
and some touring on the continent prior to

was the Morgan driver and he was the navigator guy in our second joint US Morgan
event, he’d purchased a wheel cylinder repair kit from the excessively well-stocked
Penny Bates and just happened to have the
little green box on his sideboard.

Douglas Hallawell's +4SS at LeMans

Roll the tape forward to morning. [Yes, I
did get back to sleep since my offer of assistance had been rejected.] Over microwaved
instant coffee, I heard the tale. The two hour
job had stretched until 2:30 AM and, surprise
surprise, could only be completed after rebuilding the crusty old wheel cylinder by
having two guys to bleed the brakes. So we
could go as planned after all. Whew. [I’ll
skip recapping the further snafus that compromised our departure. Suffice it to say we
got to the chateau, wetter than wished due to
intermittent rain, but intact.]

ously big. Emerging from the entry tunnel
and seeing classic cars stretching out of
sight on the left and vendor booths the same
on the right, it starts to become clear – this is
one mother of an enterprise!
Slowly, way too slowly to be sure but
there are a bunch of Morgans in front of us,
we crawl through the crowds to the designated parking area. It’s not yet 7 AM and the
place is alive with the sound of hundreds of
engines and the loud murmer of thousands
of attendees. The Morgan Sports Car Club
[MSCC] has secured a large area for the
anticipated 450 Morgans and the indefatigable Quentin English has recruited parking
marshals in an attempt to calm the chaos of
so many cars arriving at once. Five Morgan
clubs are represented – the British, French,
Dutch and German clubs, as well as the

Crandall’s arm with Douglas at the wheel

Our David Crandall and an SLR

the weekend and you’re looking forward to
seeing them for the welcoming cocktails
planned by the chateau’s charming hosts,
Alain and Marie-Christine.
Midnight. A slumber-killing noise wakes
you up. Stumble into the living room. “Who
the hell is calling at this hour?” “My mechanic.” “What’s the story?” “The new
wheel cylinder broke.” “Merde! What are
you going to do?”
Remember; we’re to leave Paris in the
morning to rendezvous at the chateau outside LeMans. And here’s where a little uncharacteristic anticipation by my Parisian
host, plus a huge dose of luck, comes to the
rescue. Turns out that in the course of a visit
to AutumnMog a few years earlier, where I

Driving through the massive gates to the
picturesque Chateau-de-la Cour was like
entering another world. Our beautiful hostess, sporting a Ralph Lauren sweater with
our Stars and Stripes, welcomed Douglas
and me with a big smile and a round of
kisses, setting the tone for a fabulous experience in a superb first-class establishment.
Our party of eight had taken over the main
chateau and we were joined by two delightful
British couples who’d retired to France and
had motored down for the event in their Morgans.
After sorting out some niggling logistical
issues for the morning, when those of us
planning on doing a circuit drive at the track
had to leave before 6 AM, all the Morganeers
retired to comfortable divans in the chateau’s
living room. A massive stone fireplace’s fire
warmed our dampened bones as our host,
Alain, appeared with special apertifs and a
tray of lovely hors d’ouevres. The wet drive
was forgotten as our gears shifted into full
anticipation mode for tomorrow’s activities at
the circuit.
The full scale of the world famous
LeMans circuit is not immediately realized
when approaching it, even though it’s obvi18

Loretta liked the new 2013 +8+ on display

Aero club all have cars present, ranging from
trikes to Aero SuperSports and even the first
production +8+.
But we’re there at this ungodly hour because we’re going to drive the circuit and
Morgans have the honor of being the first to
go. Another heat-inducing, clutch-jamming
crawl down the gravel to the circuit and finally La Furiosa and close to a hundred Morgans are unleashed on the circuit.
The thrill of more than forty minutes and
three laps on the thirteen mile plus circuit is
still with me. While we didn’t exceed 130
kph, passing and being passed by nothing
but Morgans on one of the world’s most famous racing circuits, left an indelible memory
never to be repeated. Every Morgan owner
should be so lucky.
There were many other highlights. A
wonderful talk by Charles Morgan on the
company’s history of racing complemented
by marvelous anecdotes from Richard
Shepard-Barron, the surviving co-driver of
the famous Chris Lawrence built TOK 258,
present in its restored condition in the stew-

ardship of Keith Ahlers. A terrific squad of preteens who competed in five mini-Morgans and
brought home some silver against teams of
Bugattis, Alfas and others. A fantastic commemorative display in the Morgan Club du

France pavilion with never before seen photos
and reports from 1962 racing magazines, arranged by my host and wheelman, Douglas
Hallawell.
Meeting Morgan discussion group pals from
all over. Knowing that the USA had contributed
not only our eight, but three other couples –
Bruce and Shelley Mancowicz from PA, Phi and

Left to right: Kathy Garner, Mary Leong Hunter, Mrs.
Honey, Loretta Nelson and Lynn Peek. The Honeys
and Peeks are Brits that live South of Paris. The
Peeks own/run a hotel catering to classic car folks.

Elaine Fisher from CA, and Diane and Justis
Weeks from MI – in a subtle reminder that
we’re still here on this side of the pond and still
loyal to the marque.
All in all, an event to check off the bucket
list.

Morgans to Montana
Lee Harman described a grand Morgan tour of Montana in the Nov/Dec Mogazine
(page 10). This is a reminder that you might still be able to participate in this great
expedition if you contact Lee soon. At press time, nine Morgans and eight others,
divided into two groups, have signed up. Accommodations may be tight, so time is
of the essence.
Contact Lee Harman (425-422-5406) or email rlh@wavecable.com).
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MORGANS TO
MONTANA
SEPTEMBER 4-17
(SEE THE NOV/DEC
MAGAZINE, P. 10)
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HOW ONE COUPLE WENT 3,500 MILES IN A
MORGAN 3 WHEELER COAST TO COAST
By Charles Morgan | Motoramic – Thu, Jun 14, 2012

drawls "I suppose you are selling t-shirts." I want to tell him it's Mr.
Morgan in a Morgan but don't have time. In the jam, the 2-liter V twin

(Britain's Morgan Motor Co. still builds cars much as it did a century ago -- by hand, with wood and metal frames. To promote the
revived Morgan 3 Wheeler -- a open-air, $40,000 tricycle based
on a 1911 design but powered by a modern 80-hp V-Twin engine
-- company chief and grandson of the founder Charles Morgan,
along with his wife Kiera drove a Morgan 3 Wheeler across America last month in the Gumball 3000 rally. This is their story of
open roads, gawkers and Death Valley droptop driving. -- Ed.)

The experiment was to prove that a Morgan 3 Wheeler can cross
the United States with ease, a journey of some 3,500 miles in all. To
follow a process I take a Morgan 3 Wheeler after final inspection, just
as it would leave the factory before being sent to a dealer or a customer. This is deliberate -- I do not want to drive a specially prepared
car.
I run it in carefully like any customer would around the local area
for 200 miles. I have a bolster made for extra support under my
thighs in quilted leather for greater comfort on longer journeys. Perhaps this should be added to the extras list as the "Gumball" bolster.
I test the intercom and helmet headphones with Kiera at the factory.
Clothing firm SuperDry, who sponsored us for half of the entry fee,
send us t-shirts and jumpers to wear. I talk to the boys in the 3
Wheeler production department about any nuts and bolts that could
come undone and I psych myself up for rally. The route is Googled
as I dream about driving the roads and what we might encounter.
We arrive in New York two days early to make sure the car has
passed safely through customs and take a taxi to Roslyn where Morgan cars has a sales dealership, Manhattan Motor Sports owned by
Brit Gideon Lang Laddie. They lend me a puncture repair kit with
special sealant and we borrow an EZ Pass for Turnpike tolls and a
battery operated radar warning device which we Velcro to the back
panel between the roll bars behind seats. I start the engine, which
fires for the first time on U.S. soil to my immense relief! The 3
Wheeler zooms past La Guardia Airport and into New York and I
very carefully drive into Manhattan across the Queensborough bridge
following Gideon in his Shelby Mustang.
The cockpit of the 3 Wheeler gives a fabulous view of buildings
above. The whole drama of American cities tends to be in the skyline
so when you look up it's a fantastic feeling.
However we get stuck in traffic in Park Avenue, "Mad Men" street.
Much attention and photographing from passers by — all positive
except for one laconic adman, who sees the SuperDry logos and

goes into "skip fire" mode, missing every fourth fire to cool itself — a
very clever piece of engineering in an air-cooled engine. We buy a
map book detailing the whole of the U.S.A. at Barnes & Noble. We
deliver the car to a garage under Times Square for the Rally decals
and numbers to be applied.
DAY 1
We head for the drivers' briefing at breakfast and discover a party
atmosphere. There are teams dressed as Arab sheiks, Star Wars
characters, Ninjas and in evening wear. There is also an eclectic mix
of cars on the start line.
The 3 Wheeler is flanked by a massive Hummer and a couple of
Lamborghinis. Max Cooper, the organizer of the rally is driving a
classic AC Cobra in honor of Carroll Shelby, its creator. There are
countless Ferraris and Porsches and a smattering of classics, an
Oldsmobile Cutlass driven by three ladies from Texas and a lovely
1957 Chevrolet complete with a supercharger driven by a Japanese
lady racing driver.
Some oddball entrants are the Rally Fighter, a jacked up fourwheel-drive coupe with a Corvette engine and a Fisker Karma electric car. There are countless American muscle cars and V8-engined
pick up trucks and a large number of plutocratic saloons ranging from
Rolls Royces to Audis. The police like the 3 Wheeler probably believing it will be easy to catch and ticket. David Hasselhoff flags off the
first car.
We chose a particularly bad position and leave New York dead
last, not good if we want to catch up with the Ferraris! The Super Dry
girls wave us off looking rather worried and skeptical. We head
through the Holland Tunnel and set off in the wrong direction towards
21

Philadelphia and New Jersey. There are still 820 miles still to go, but
eventually we find the route and settle down. I am still running the
engine in so I keep the revs around 3500 to give us a speed of
around 75mph and a fuel consumption of around 40 mpg. This
means a stop every 200 miles or so when gauge reads empty -- but
even then there are two and a half gallons left. The twin tanks hold
7.5 gallons.
DAY 2
We cross the Delaware River over an impressive steel bridge and
settle into steady cruise towards Pittsburgh and Detroit. The engine
feels great and the comfort is fine. Kiera wears her helmet and fiddles with the intercom trying to listen to music on her iPhone. I wear
traditional goggles and leather cap and leave my helmet stored under the bonnet. We fly over hills and rumble through tunnels.
A police car pulls us over for driving in the states with a UK license plate, but I assure him that it is all perfectly legal. The car is a
temporary import and I show him our comprehensive insurance policy. After checking with his superiors he waves us on our way.
Kiera reads the map as we drive through the night before stopping
for a quick break in a nondescript hotel chain. Next morning we head
on and reach Indianapolis early in the afternoon, missing lunch with
Chevrolet in Detroit to save time. We park up in Monument Square,
Indianapolis, feeling pretty refreshed and Kiera gets out and promptly
burns her leg on exhaust at the back of the car. There is huge interest in the 3 Wheeler from local residents, many of whom seem to
drive Harley Davidsons.
We have a late lunch in a Chinese restaurant and slowly recover
from the 820-mile drive. We watch the pre-race day parade for children through the town which features all the wacky racers. I arrange
to collect our grid and pit passes for the Indianapolis 500 at the Pagoda, courtesy of Conquest Racing. Later that night the Gumballers
are all invited to drinks in a dreadful night club. After that we witness
an impressive street cruise on the streets of Indianapolis, a traditional event the night before the Indy 500.

cluding a Memorial Day tribute to the unknown soldier, a warm up lap
with pace car, a second warm up lap and the pace car pulls off. The
cars accelerate, there is a huge roar from crowd. Thirty-three cars
scream past at 230 mph, and half the audience is left screaming!

Watching from hospitality suite on the TV screens quite early on
there is the first of many accidents. The accidents show the need for
spotters at each corner who are linked to the drivers through radios.
DAY 3
The spotters all shout "Go down, go down" which is why the cars all
appear to head for the infield as soon as there is an obstruction. The
The 150 Gumball Rally cars are given a police escort from Monu- drivers are simply going too fast to see the accident themselves.
ment Square to the Indy 500 race track. We are parked up on the
Dario Franchitti eventually comes out on top though only after Tainfield in front of Pagoda and the start line. We head for the grid
kuma Sato's suicidal pass on the inside during the last lap fails and
where there is an incredible atmosphere, and the drivers all come out sends him spinning into the barriers. Quite a spectacle and unlike
for a group photo in front of the Pagoda.
any other motor race in the world. The Monaco Grand Prix was the
When the 60 cars appear and line up on the grid each car has a
same weekend -- but this was more impressive.
military escort. After the national anthem and a military parade in22

DAY 4

DAY 7

The next day we leave Indianapolis for St Louis. We drive 400
miles to the Missouri River and St. Louis from where the famous 19th
Century American explorers Lewis and Clark headed to discover the
West. The town was once the biggest port inside America and to
commemorate its past there is an enormous arch. A horrible wind
blows a salty dust in our faces but the 3 Wheeler continues to perform beautifully, so I have raised rev limit to 4,000 rpm. We are cruising now at 85 mph.
A 300 mile drive takes us another chain hotel and Kansas City -the place where futures exchanges were invented to deal with the
massive output of middle America.

In the morning after breakfast we drive to Death Valley and Furnace Creek. In the lobby a man tells us a couple of bikers died there
recently, it was so hot. The highest recorded temperature is 135 degrees, and as we drive there on the road it does get hotter and hotter. Two guys on Harleys going our way give us much needed courage. Dried weeds are blown across the desert by the road and I picture rattlesnakes attacking us if we have to stop. Kiera is sunbathing
nonchalantly with her leg out of the car, but entering the valley we
start to coast down to sea level and a strong wind adds to the baking
heat.
It is around 130 degrees and at the viewing station at Zabriskie
Point, Kiera gets a mild bout of sunstroke. Tourists give us water and
she revives herself in the shade. The Death Valley Hotel is closed for
summer, but a mile further on we arrive at the visitors centre and
promptly drink 7 Cokes in quick succession. Without water, life expectancy on the floor of the valley is short. Slightly delirious and in

DAY 5
We head out of a prosperous city full of skyscrapers to Forbes
Airbase and the Heartland Race track. There is nobody there from
the Gumball and the officials
won't let us on track. We do however make use of the weighbridge
and discover the 3 wheeler
weighs exactly 1,306 lbs. -- complete with a full tank of fuel and
our luggage.
We continue and realize we
are in Wizard of Oz land. We
drive along long straight roads at
the end of which are enormous
20-story grain silos built to feed
the massive herds of cattle. We
see a twister in the distance,
overshadowed by heavy rain
clouds. Stopping for gas to shelter temporarily we are told that the
hailstones can be as big as golf balls. If the storm breaks above us
apparently the best thing to do is to lie in the ditch! Luckily the storm
passes us by, but another problem in the open 3 Wheeler is the appalling smell from the silage plants processing the cattle dung. After
seemingly driving endlessly on very straight B roads we arrive in
Santa Fe late at night.
DAY 6
Santa Fe was a giant railroad hub for the Wild West, but now is a
thriving tourist town and one of the gateways to the Grand Canyon.
In the morning we set off and head up into the hills and pine forests. On the way we sail past many Gumballers by the roadside collecting their speeding tickets -- but the 3 Wheeler seems to avoid any
of these unscheduled delays. Everywhere we stop the car or take on
fuel people take pictures. "You are crossing from coast to coast in
that!" they guffaw. After yet another McDonald lunch, fine dining
Gumball style, we drive up the Canyons and arrive in Las Vegas late
in the evening as the strip lights up.
It is a magical experience driving the length of the strip in the Morgan 3 Wheeler with a couple of Gumball cars in convoy. Dinner is at
Spearmint Rhino, not a pleasant place to eat with the amount of flesh
on show.

celebration of being one of only 20 Gumball cars to make the trip into
Death Valley, I recklessly perform donuts in the car park. This is very
easy, but a bit silly considering the tires and the tarmac are already
so hot. Great globs of rubber are left on the tarmac and someone
asks me to sign the circles.
Driving in the valley the engine runs fine in the heat even with a
baking wind. Although on the journey I have joked on Twitter that we
need a heater and air-conditioning at different times during the trip, a
little experiment in Death Valley leads to the discovery of another
potential brilliant addition. Holding an Evian bottle and letting water
splash through your thumb onto your face every ten minutes or so
provides one of the greatest highs I have ever had in my life. When
the water hits you it feels like the best thing in the world. I suppose it
must be a bit like that shower of champagne after a Grand Prix on
the podium. The effect is to bring alive all the senses and give you a
huge adrenalin rush.
Climbing out of Death Valley there are two long hill climbs. At the
viewing station at the top of the mountain we see soaring eagles, and
the air is cool and light.
This is by far and away the best day so far of the whole rally and
most of the Gumballers have missed it, preferring to take a fast motorway route direct from Las Vegas straight to Los Angeles. Only 20
cars venture into Death Valley and the 3 Wheeler does 85-90mph all
day, providing us with a magnificent platform from which to experience this awe-inspiring place.
However I slightly regret my decision to enter the valley a couple
of hours later when around 150 miles north of Los Angeles in Mojave
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both exhaust manifolds come lose and I lose two manifold bolts. We
stop the car in a drive where a sign reads " I shoot trespassers." I try
under torchlight to tighten the bolts. Kiera says she can do it better
as she has smaller fingers but the manifolds are red hot!
We get going again but they come loose further down the road.
Eventually we stop three times -- and realize that the next problem is
that we are nearly out of gas with no service station in sight. After
picking up fuel, and after a drive of 80 miles sounding like a tractor,
we arrive in Hollywood, two hours late for the Gumball Awards. The
ceremony is about to begin and we are rushed to the front of the
stage. The last prize is "Spirit of the Gumball" and the winners
are...Charles and Kiera Morgan in the Morgan 3 Wheeler.
We have covered 3,500 miles in five days. One of them was spent
watching the Indy 500, so we actually drove around 875 miles a day.
At the end of it, Kiera and I have nothing but respect for the performance of the little Morgan 3 Wheeler and the way the car had transported us so comfortably over such an amazing variety of terrain.
The Morgan 3 Wheeler truly is a different way of traveling and one
in which the journey will definitely become just as much fun as the
destination. We experienced every bit of the stunning geography and
dramatic skies of America.
To us, it would seem entirely pointless to go to Death Valley in an
air-conditioned car, or to drive through New York with no way of looking up at the skyscrapers above. We had had an adventure and had
experienced a smile every mile for over 3,000 miles.
This article was originally published by
Morgan Motor Company
and syndicated with permission.
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MOGNW AUTOJUMBLE
1967 Morgan DHC: Blue with Black Wings, #6594

► New hood boards
► Kick up parts welded in place
► Most wiring is new with the correct wire colors, all of

► Engine rebuilt in car in the spring of 2010.
► New headers
► New exhaust

which work.

Price reduced to $25,000!
Contact John John Svensson
Kalama, WA (360-673-5188)
► 70% original leather (new

leather where needed)
► Doors aligned
► Body and chrome in very

good to excellent shape
► Paint is lacquer in fair

shape.
► New
► New
► New
► New
► New
► New

► Body has one recent

engine mounts
u-joints
tires
rear aluminum brake drums
rear emergency brake cable
radiator (slightly larger for better cooling)

ding in the right door
► All this DHC needs to be

a good driver is a new
top. It is in good mechanical condition and
ready to be enjoyed.
• Wire wheels (new, two sets)

MISCELLANEOUS
MORGAN-RELATED STUFF

• Roll bar
• Competition seat harness

FOR SALE
► Steel firewall, new, fits 50-58 Morgan Plus 4, 4-Seater (may fit a 2Seater), LHD. Cost new: $695. Price: $350/offer. Can deliver up to 100
miles free. Tim Johnson, tc.johnson@comcast.net.
► Garage cleanout means Morgan parts for sale - Series V 4/4, +4, 3.5L
+8 including lever shocks, +8 intake manifold & SUs, SU wedge aircleaner, MG seat frames. See www.morganstuff.com or contact David
Crandall at mogdriver@gmail.com for complete list.
► Morgan books: I have sold my 1970 4/4 and have books to sell as a lot,
asking $100 plus shipping from Calgary. Contact Ken Potter at
ken.potter@shaw.ca:
• A Yank at Malvern by Cuthbert J. Twillie
• Morgan Driver’s Bedside Reader by Fred Sisson
• Morgan Four Owners Workshop Manual – Autobooks
• Original Morgan 4/4, Plus 4 and Plus 8 Restorer’s Guide – by
John Worrall
• Morgan First and Last of the Real Sports Cars by Gregory Bowden
• Moggie- the Purchase and Maintenance of Morgan Sports Cars by
Colin Musgrove
► Morgan Garage Cleanout
• Miscellaneous Morgan parts for sale for 4/4 and Plus 4:

• Competition clutch
• Manifold
• Webber carburetor
• Lots more
Mike Pettie, Box 189, Lake Cowichan, BC V0R 2G0 250-749-3616

FREE STUFF
► Wonder what's happening in the British Morgan World? I get extra copies
of the mother club's terrific magazine, Miscellany. If you've never seen
an issue, you should. Single copies of recent issues free upon request.
Send your mailing address, lower 48 only, to David Crandall at mogdriver@gmail.com.
► Four new sets of points (still in the packages) that fit a Mallory dual point
distributor and one new condenser. I switched over to Pertronix. Tim
Johnson tc.johnson@comcast.net
WANTED STUFF
► Front seats for a 1960s Plus 4 4-Seater. Contact David Hammond
541-601-4925 or dbh@hamengr.com
► Side curtains for a 1960s Plus 4 4-Seater. Contact Wally Schwab
503-591-8876 or wallyschwab1@comcast.net
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2013 MOGNW MEMBERSHIP AND DUES FORM
Date ________________
Name _____________________________________ Spouse ______________________________________
Address _________________________ City ________________________ State/Province _________
ZIP/Postal Code _______________ Email: _________________________________________________
Phones: Home ______________________ Cell _____________________ Work ____________________
Morgans Currently Owned:
Year _____ Model ___________ Year _____ Model ___________ Year _____ Model ___________
Body Style _________________ Body Style _________________ Body Style _________________
Colour _____________________ Colour _____________________ Colour _____________________
Engine Size ________________ Engine Size ________________ Engine Size ________________
Chassis ____________________ Chassis ____________________ Chassis ____________________
Do any of your Morgans have historical significance, special equipment, or interesting
specifications? ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
2013 Dues for Current Member Renewals:
US$24/CDN$24 thru December 31, 2013; US$30/CDN$30 January 1, 2013 or after.
When renewing, please include your name and any information that has
changed since you last submitted this form. All other fields may be blank.

Dues are
PAST due!

2013 Dues for New Members:
US$2/CDN$2 per month for each month remaining in the calendar year including the
current month (examples: US$22/CDN$22 in February; US$6/CDN$6 in October)
Remittance Enclosed: US$ __________ CDN$ __________
Canadian Members: Please make your cheque payable to MOGNW and mail your check along
with this form to Pat Miles, MOGNW Assistant Treasurer, 15410 Kildare Drive,
Surrey, BC V3S 6B9 | Questions: assistanttreasurer@mognw.com or 604-576-8036.
U.S. Members: Please make your check payable to MOGNW and mail your check along with
this form to Cati Waterman, MOGNW Treasurer, 3810 SW 94th Ave, Portland, OR
97225-2507 | Questions: treasurer@mognw.com or 503-292-5315.
Southern Pod .................................. $564 .............$750*............. ($186)
Awards ................................................ $0 .............. $400 ............ ($400)
2013 Biennial Meeting .................... $500 ....................... ................$500
Club Insurance................................ $397 ................. 400 ................ ($3)
Island Pod Rep Ferry ...................... $131 .............. $200 .............. ($69)
NWMogazine Newsletter ................ $101 .............. $100 ...................$1
Oregon License................................. $50 ................ $50 ...................$0
President’s Discretionary ................ $321 .............. $500 ............ ($179)
Regalia Purchases.......................... $186 ........... $1,500 ......... ($1,314)
Website ........................................... $167 .............. $150 .................$17
Miscellaneous ................................... $12 ....................... ..................$12
Foreign Exchange Factor.................... $0 .................. $0....................$0
TOTAL EXPENSE .................... $4,800 ........... $6,500 ......... ($1,700)
YEAR-TO-DATE (NET) ............... $1,937 ............($350).............$2,287
BANK BALANCE 12/31/12 ......... $7,057

TREASURER’S REPORT AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2012
CATI WATERMAN, MOGNW TREASURER
OVER or
BUDGET
(UNDER)
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION ACTUAL
US & CA Balance 12/31/2011
$5,120
INCOME
Advertising ...................................... $125 .............. $350 ............ ($225)
Advertising 2013 ............................. $200 ....................... ................$200
Dues, 2012................................... $3,199 ........... $3,800 ............ ($601)
Dues, 2013................................... $1,026 ....................... .............$1,026
Dues, 2014........................................ $72 ....................... ..................$72
2013 Biennial Meeting .................... $472 ....................... ................$472
Regalia Sales............................... $,1643 ........... $2,000 ............ ($357)
Foreign Exchange Factor ................... $0 .................. $0 ...................$0
TOTAL INCOME........................ $6,737 ............ $6,150 ...............$587
EXPENSE
Island Pod ....................................... $598 .............$696* .............. ($98)
Northern Pod................................... $920 .............$877* .................$43
Midlands Pod .................................. $853 .............$877* .............. ($24)

* Pod budget allocations are based on a formula approved
unanimously by the MOGNW Executive Board:
Part 1: $1,600 is split equally among the Pods [$1600 / 4 = $400]
Part 2: $1,600 is split among the Pods based on their percentage of the MOGNW membership on 12/31 of the preceding year
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